
Back
To
Earth
Featuring a Passive Solar
Optic System, This
Drywall-Extensive
Building in Minnesota is

95% Underground

Gypsum, a natural product mined
from the good earth to produce dry-
wall, has been returned deep within
the earth as an integral part of the
Civil/Mineral Engineering building at
the University of Minnesota—a re-
markable structure stretching 110 feet
straight down.

The building, more than 95 percent
of which is underground, includes a
unique structural laboratory 55 feet
high, which is tied down to the natural
subterranean limestone earth base.

Further down, beneath the layer of
limestone, are two levels of space
created by mining the layer of sand-
stone there. This space is supported by
a natural pillar of sandstone, and is
partially illuminated by sunlight col-
lected above ground and relayed 110
feet into the earth by an assembly of
lenses and mirrors.

Larry Opseth, project architect for
BRW Architects, Minneapolis, noted
that drywall—installed by AWCI
member Taping, Inc., of Minnetonka
—was used extensively in the two-
story rotunda area above the ground.

“The intricate framing and drywall
installation, especially in the ceiling,
not only allowed for considerable

Framing was a key construction ingredient necessary to split natural light into various of-
fice areas.

The curved walls running north and south on each level were a challenge to the drywall
contractor.
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This cut-away drawing shows the various levels of the underground
Civil/Mineral Engineering building. The large chamber in the upper
center of the drawing is a 55-foot high structural laboratory in which
structures 4-stories high can be built. The laboratory and its adja-
cent three floors are anchored in a layer of limestone. Beneath the

limestone is a layer of sandstone, which was mined to create two
more levels of building space, which is supported by a huge sand-
stone pillar (not shown). A large shaft from the top to the bottom of
the underground structure contains elevators.

creative flexibility in the finishing and
painting, but also provided a signifi-

But the more impressive uses of
cant cost savings,” Opseth said.

drywall are in the underground por-
tions of the building.

“All of the truss level mechanical
rooms are encased in drywall,” he
said, “and in the student drafting area
drywall was specified because it allow-
ed us to provide warm areas. In the
staff office area drywall was used
because it is so adaptable to changing
shapes.

“Most important of all is the use of
water resistant gypsum panels along
all of the outside walls in the two
lowest levels of space. Remember that
these are 110 feet down, in a mined
out layer of sandstone, and it is
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necessary to provide moisture resis-
tance because of the porous nature of

The water resistant panels used were
specially designed to minimize moisture

the sandstone.”

problems. They consist of a multi-
layered face paper chemically treated
to resist moisture, a water-resistant
gypsum core, and a multi-layered back
paper which also is treated to resist
moisture.

Bruce Palmer, president of Taping,
Inc., said the project—which required
60,000 square feet of steel stud fram-
ing for metal panels—“was challeng-
ing in a number of ways. For instance,
all of the north and south walls on
every level are curved, which means
the steel studs and the drywall had to
be curved, too.”

Taping, Inc. was a subcontractor
for M.A. Mortenson Co., Minnea-
polis, the general contractor on the
project.

Of all the unique features of the
underground building, the solar op-
tical system is probably the most
interesting.

David Eijadi, optical design archi-
tect, described this system as “a means
of collecting sunlight, concentrating it
and directing it down through the in-
terior of the building with lenses and
mirrors. The system is essentially bas-
ed on the principle of periscope. It will
relay sunlight into the mines space 110
feet below the surface, and has the po-
tential for substantially reducing the
electrical energy demand for lighting
interior spaces.”
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“The intricate framing and drywall installation, especially in the
ceiling, not only allowed for considerable creative flexibility in the

finishing and painting, but also provided a significant cost savings.”

The futuristic Optics built into the
structure will provide one more dazzl-
ing feature: remote view optics. The
live view of a busy plaza and bus cor-
ridor above ground adjacent to the
Civil/Mineral Engineering building
will be reflected down through a series
of lenses to create a three-dimensional
image deep underground. In other
words, it will be just like looking out
of a window at ground level, but the
“window” will be 110 feet beneath the
earth.

The building, to be completed in the
fall of 1982, will have 142,000 square
feet of space. It is being built for
$12,900,000.

Designated as an Earth Sheltered
Energy Independent Demonstration
Project, the structure will be served by
both active and passive solar systems.

U.S. Gypsum Sheetrock Brand gypsum panels used in the lowest levels of project provided
necessary water resistance. The panels have: (1) a distinctive green multi-layered face paper
chemically treated to resist moisture; (2) water-resistant gypsum core and (3) multi-layered
back paper treated to resist moisture.
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